A qPCR assay for measuring the post-integrational DNA repair in HIV-1 replication.
The post-integrational gap repair is a critical and poorly studied stage of the lentiviral life cycle. It might be performed by various cellular DNA repair pathways but the exact mechanism of the repair process has not yet been described. One of the reasons for that is the lack of a functional quantitative assay that could precisely measure the amount of integrated viral DNA that has completed the post-integrational gap repair stage. Here, we present an approach that is based on a widely used Alu-specific PCR for the estimation of integrated viral DNA but includes several steps that allow discrimination between integrated-repaired and integrated-unrepaired viral DNA forms. We used the approach for the estimation of the kinetics of gap repair in a viral vector system and showed that the gap repair process starts at 17 h post infection and lasts 10 more hours. We also showed that the addition of Nu7441 - a small molecule inhibitor of DNA-breaks sensor kinase in the non-homologous end joining DNA repair pathway - specifically inhibits the gap repair process while having no influence on the integration itself.